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Additional Product Details

Book Description
Autonomy Oriented Computing is a comprehensive reference for scientists, engineers, and other professionals concerned with this promising development in computer science. It can also be used as a text in graduate/undergraduate programs in a broad range of computer-related disciplines, including Robotics and Automation, Amorphous Computing, Image Processing, Programming Paradigms, Computational Biology, etc.

Part One describes the basic concepts and characteristics of an AOC system and enumerates the critical design and engineering issues faced in AOC system development. Part Two gives detailed analyses of methodologies and case studies to evaluate AOC used in problem solving and complex system modeling. The final chapter outlines possibilities for future research and development.

Numerous illustrative examples, experimental case studies, and exercises at the end of each chapter of Autonomy Oriented Computing help particularize and consolidate the methodologies and theories presented.

Reading with Chip Conley at 4:00 pm
October 12
Peak: How Great Companies Get Their Mojo from Maslow Explains how to understand the motivations of employees, customers, bosses, etc. & use that understanding to foster better relationships & build an enduring & profitable corporate culture.

Reading with Jessica Powers at 1:00 pm
October 13
The Confessional Contemporary politics, the consequences of guys being guys, and questions about faith and personal responsibility pulse throughout the pages of this provocative, eloquent debut.

Poetry Reading with Kenneth Fields, Maureen Draper, & Gabrielle Calvo coursework
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October 16
A book of poetry that celebrates this timeless connection with more than 150 extraordinary poems written with music as their muse. Through them, we experience the power of music to enthrall, evoke, inspire.

Reading with Lynn Eldridge at 6:00pm

October 17
Avoiding Cancer One Day at a Time This book provides solid, practical advice for preventing cancer by avoiding carcinogens and implementing lifestyle/dietary practices that modify cancer-causing factors. Lifestyle/dietary practices.

Student Discount Day - Caps & Headwear
October 18
25% off caps & headwear. In-store only. Valid Stanford Student ID required. See store for details & exclusions.

Reading with Celine Shimizu & Harry Elam at 6:30pm

October 18
The Hypersexuality of Race: Performing Asian/American Women on Screen & Seen Shimizu advances a theory of productive perversity that allows Asian/American women to lay claim to their own sexuality & desires as actors, etc.

Reading with Giovanni Tempesta at 6:30pm
October 25
The Cremation of Sam McGee and Other Verses by Robert Service: An Italian Translation Brilliant Italian rendition of Service's best rhymes welcomes students of Italian to the magical & romantic world of the 1898 Klondike Gold Rush.